Aging effects on visual evoked potentials (VEPs) for motion direction discrimination.
Age-related declines in motion perception have been well documented. We investigated the impact of age on electrophysiological correlates of motion perception, namely the P1 and N2 components of motion onset visual evoked potentials (MO-VEPs). Additionally, we used a model of response times based on the diffusion model to pinpoint the cognitive processes affected by aging. Twelve healthy adults (age <55 years) and 19 elderly (age >55 years) performed a motion direction discrimination task during EEG recording. Behaviorally, younger and older participants had similar, high accuracy rates--98% correct, but older adults exhibited 85 ms longer response times. Fitting behavioral results with a diffusion model revealed differences between young adults and elderly in non-decision time, which we argue reflects an early perceptual stage. Electrophysiologically, aging effects were present at MO-VEPs P1 and N2 components at the posterior sites. For the P1 component, older as compared to younger adults showed greater topographical voltage distribution. For the N2 component of elderly as compared to young adults we found delayed onsets and diminished amplitudes. We did not find any significant correlations between behavioral and MO-VEP measures. However, regression analysis showed that N2 amplitude and latency were significant age predictors. Overall, our results indicate that in motion perception, age-related changes occur in early stages of visual processing, most likely in striate and extrastriate visual cortices.